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ABSTRACT: Porphyrins and related compounds are basic moieties which upon photoexcitation produce
paramagnetic transients important to many processes in biology, material science and light–energy conversion.
This short review demonstrates the application of time-resolved EPR spectroscopy to two processes in which the
photoexcited singlet and/or triplet are involved: (1) intramolecular electron transfer in photoexcited donor–acceptor
systems embedded in liquid crystals, where the porphyrins are the electron donors attached to different types of
acceptors; and (2) intermolecular magnetic interactions between photoexcited porphyrin triplets and free radicals. In
both systems the electron spin plays an important part with regards to the route of the magnetic interactions involved.
Copyright# 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Photophysical and photochemical processes in which
optical excitation results in molecular change through
optically excited states are of considerable importance. In
terms of natural phenomena, photosynthesis is the most
known and widespread process which involves many
photophysical aspects [1]. In terms of man-made applica-
tions, one can mention photoinduced electron transfer (ET)
which may be used in molecular-sized switches [2] or
photorefractive materials [3]. In a different area, one may
exploit the phenomenon of chemically induced spin
polarization (CIDEP) for several electromagnetic applica-
tions [4]. In a substantial number of these photophysical
processes the electron spin plays an important role in the
reaction and its evolution either through a single- or a multi-
step reaction. The unpaired electron can be monitored
efficiently in most of these cases by time-resolved EPR
(TREPR).

The chemical entities, i.e. the porphyrins, which absorb
visible light in the singlet manifold and transform into the
triplet state are considered as most important compounds
with respect to their photophysical properties. Our studies
with these compounds have concentrated on two main
photophysical processes, namely intramolecular electron
transfer (IET), which is depicted in Fig. 1, and intermol-
ecular radical–photoinduced triplet interaction. These

interactions exemplify the important role of the electron
spin in these processes and also the usefulness of TREPR
spectroscopy in exploring these reactions. In addition, the
solvent properties play a crucial role in these types of
reactions, in particular liquid crystals (LCs) with their
unique dielectric properties.

In the first part we shall show how the dielectric
properties of LCs are exploited to obtain wide tempera-
ture-dependent TREPR spectra which shed light on the
mechanism and spin dynamics of IET processes. We shall
also demonstrate how the absolute values of the radical pair
(RP) energy states can be determined. The second part,
which is related to the photophysics of porphyrins, shows
how the magnetic interaction between the prophyrin’s
photoexcited triplet state and a stable paramagnetic radical,
in thermal spin distribution, induces a unique non-
Boltzmann distribution in the stable radical. This spin
polarization is attributed to the interaction between the
quartet and doublet states during the encounter between the
photoexcited triplet and the stable radical. As of today, we
have found that these magnetic interactions are stronger in
porphyrins than in any other triplet we have examined.

EXPERIMENTAL

Intramolecular Electron Transfer (IET) Experiments

Covalently linked donor–spacer–acceptor (D–s–A) systems
were synthesized by Wasielewski and co-workers [5] (zinc
9-desoxomethylpyropheophorbidea, pyromellitimide, 1,
8:4,5-naphtalenediimide and their compounds) and Kurreck
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and co-workers[6], while base-paired porphyrin–quinone
systems were synthesizedby Sessleret al. [7, 8].

TREPRexperimentswere performedby measuring the
time-dependentEPRsignalafterselectivewavelengthlaser
excitation (Continuum model 661-2D laser). The signal
generated under CW microwave irradiation (Bruker ESP
380E)wastakenfrom thepreamplifier, which is connected
directly to themicrowavediodedetector, andwasfed into a
digitizer interfaced to a computer that monitored the
experiment [9]. A seriesof complete TREPR spectra, at
differentdelaytimesafterthelaserpulse,wasreconstructed
from theEPRkinetic tracesof My(t) by slowly steppingup
themagneticfield. Sampleswerepreparedby dissolving the
compoundsin LCs in 4 mm o.d. and 2.8mm i.d. Pyrex
tubes, degassedby several freeze–pump–thaw cycleson a
vacuum line. The temperature was maintained using a
nitrogen variable-temperature flow dewar in the EPR
resonator.Thesamplesin LCswerealignedin themagnetic
field by heatingthem to temperaturesabovethe clearing
pointof theLC in ahighmagneticfield; followedby cooling
to thefreezingtemperature [10]. Typical spectraweretaken
attwo sampleorientationsin termsof theLC directorL with
respect to the external magnetic field B, i.e. L k B and
L ? B.

Tripl et–Radical Interact ion Experiments

H2TPP(tetraphenylporphyrin), thestable radicalsgalvinox-
yl and BDPA (2,6-di-tert-butyl-a-(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-oxo-
2,5-cyclohexadien-1-ylidene)-p-tolyloxy and bisdipheny-
lene-b-phenylallyl respectively), toluene(Aldrich), ZnTPP
(zinc tetraphenylporphyrin) (Midcentury Chemical Com-
pany), dichloromethaneandheavyparaffin oil (Sigma)were
used.Samples in toluenewerepreparedby dissolving both
galvinoxyl (gal) and the porphyrin, while samples in
paraffin oil were preparedby first dissolving BDPA and
theporphyrin in dichloromethaneandthendiluting themin
paraffin oil (20% dichloromethane and80% paraffin). The
solutions were poured into Pyrex EPR tubes and sealed
under vacuum after severalfreeze–thaw cycles. FT-EPR
measurementswere performed with a Bruker ESP 380E
spectrometer. The porphyrins in the mixtureswere photo-

excited by a pulsedlaserasdescribed above(� = 532nm,
pulse duration 12ns, pulse repetition rate 20Hz, pulse
energy 5 mJperpulse).Thechromophoreconcentrationwas
�5 mM and the radical concentration was�2 mM in all
samples.

INT RAMOLECU LAR ELECTRON
TRANSFER

General Background

The understanding of light-induced ET processes in
photosynthesis and model systems has advancedsignifi-
cantly during recentyears[11]. The complexity of natural
photosynthetic systemshas prompted studiesof simpler
model systemsthatmight reproduceessential featuresof the
biological target. Most current model ET studiesuse the
porphyrin moiety as a leadingstructure. Al thoughsimple
porphyrins in intermolecular ET fail to mimic natural
photosynthesis, they are important in implementing the
mechanistic strategy. On the other hand, the covalently
linked porphyrins–quinonesare becoming more useful in
the mechanistic approachby providing mimics for singlet-
initi atedET andlong-lived charge-separatedstates[12,13].

An importantaspectof themodelsystemsis thematrices
in which they are embedded. LCs provide suitable
anisotropic media for large and small chromophoressuch
as porphyrins, chlorophylls [10,14] and covalently linked
ensemblesof donor–spacer–acceptor(D–s–A), whereD and
A areporphyrinsandquinonesrespectively[15]. Moreover,
the range of TREPR detection of transient radical pairs
(RPs) embedded in LCs can be spanned over a wide
temperature range (about 120 K) including ambient
temperatures. Most importantly, the IET rates in these
solventsarereducedby severalorders of magnitude(from
picosecondsto nanoseconds),permittingtheobservationof
these processes on submicrosecond timescales. The reduc-
tion of IET ratesis dueto the nematicpotential associated
with thealignmentof theLC molecules,which restricts the
isotropic molecular reorientation found in conventional
solvents[15,16].

Fig. 1.Energylevelsof adonor–spacer–acceptor(D–s–A) supramolecularsystemunderphotoexcitation.D is photoexcitedby alaser
pulse at a selectivewavelength.This event starts the seriesof ET reactions,producingthe different paramagnetictransients.
�s representsthe temperature-dependentreorganizationenergy.
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Mechanistic Approach of Model Photosynthesis

One of the major goals in the mechanistic approachof
model photosynthesisis to reproduce the electronic states
associated with basic features of the IET process and
chargeseparation. Thusa simplified modelsystemconsists
of a D–s–A ensemble combined with the matrix in which
the supramolecule is embedded.In most of our studies,
LCs werefound to be the mostsuitablematrices. Thehigh
time resolution of TREPRmakesthis spectroscopysuitable
for characterizing ET reactions in different molecular
systems.Of themany examplestreatedin the literature, we
shall focuson two importantsystems, i.e. covalently linked
and hydrogen-bonded ensembles:For example, when
ZnTPP was covalently linked to a benzoquinone via a
phenylspacer in the para (p-P–p–Q) andmeta(m-P–p–Q)
positions, it wasfoundthat IET in m-P–p–Q is a much less
favorable processthan in p-P–p–Q [17]. Similarly, IET
and the spectral changes in cis and trans isomers of
a covalently li nked porphyrin–cyclohexylene–quinone
(PCQ) orientedin LCs werefound to exhibit different line
shape behavior and temperature dependence [15]. The
different triplet RP transient spectraof the two isomers
were interpreted in terms of their different molecular
geometries.Moreover, in thecaseof the trans isomer, both
triplet- and singlet-initiated ET routes could be detected
concurrently (Fig. 1). These differences in the IET
parametersare reflected by the free energy of the charge-
separatedstates.

The influence of the particular spacer in tailor-made
donor–acceptor systemsmay also be studiedby the same
approach. It should be mentionedthat the nature of the
spacer group is particularly important becauseof its
influence on the electronic coupling betweenthe donor
and acceptor states. Thus different structures affect the
magnitude of the spin–spin coupling (J) and the dipolar
interaction (d), leadingto different electron spin polariza-
tion (ESP) mechanisms, e.g. the RP mechanism(RPM) or
thecorrelated radicalpair mechanism(CRPM)[11,18,19].
Studiesof ESPin RPsdemonstratehow important it is to
explore systematically the molecular structure(e.g.donor–
acceptordistanceandtheirmutualposition)andits effecton
the ESPpattern which allows one to identify the different
IET processes.Therequirement to identify a particular spin
polarization mechanismcalled for utilization of high-field
EPRspectroscopy, which,owing to its ultimatespectral and
time resolution, revolutionized thedetection ability of EPR
systems[11,20].

The chromophoresof the in vivo photosynthetic reaction
center arenot covalently linked via a spacer group.Rather,
they are held in spaceby the protein environment. An
approachto modeltheprimary ET events in photosynthesis
involvesthesynthesis andstudyof preorganizedsupramol-
ecular aggregatescontaining donors and acceptors which
arenot covalently linked. Along theselines, recent studies
involvednovelsupramolecular structuresin which molecu-
lar recognition was established via Watson–Crick base-
pairing interaction[21] (Fig. 2). Specifically, a TREPR(X-
band,9.5GHz) study wasperformedon H-bondeddonor–
acceptor complexes in which a guanine-functionalized
zinc(II) porphyrin andacytosine-functionalizeddinitroben-
zenewere assembled in two typesof LCs. In the nematic
phaseof the LCs, selective photoexcitationof the zinc(II)
porphyrin moiety yields spin-polarized EPR signals, i.e. a
broad absorptive/emissive spectrum and a superimposed

narrowderivative-like signal.The riseof thenarrowsignal
is accompanied by the decayof the broadsignal, which is
attributedto the lowest excited triplet stateof the zinc(II)
porphyrin. Thesefindings arerationalized in termsof intra-
ensembleET (Fig. 1) occurring from the lowest excited
triplet stateof thedonor (zinc(II) porphyrin) to theacceptor
(dinitrobenzene)and by spin polarization effects [21,22].
The narrow EPR signal is attributed to a long-distance
charge-separatedspin-correlatedradicalpair (SCRP).In the
isotropic LC at higher temperaturesa narrow absorptive
EPR signal is observedregardless of the type of LC
employed. This latter signal is assignedto a thermally
populated SCRP.

In order to identify the partners of the RP and thereby
clarify the origin of the SCRPsignal, W-band (94GHz)
high-field EPR experiments were performed [23]. These
high Zeemanfields with a much better spectral resolution
allow oneto clearlydifferentiatebetween thetwo g-factors

Fig. 2. Top: schematicstructureof ZnG…QC, R� SiMe2But.
The in-plane axes (x,y) of the porphyrin are shown on the
molecularstructure.(a)X-bandTREPRspectraof [3ZnP…DN]
and the superimposedTRP 3[ZnP��…DN�ÿ] (narrow signal)
takenin the nematicphaseof E-7 at 298K, 450ns after the
laserpulse.(b) ExpandedX-bandTREPRspectrumof theTRP.
(c) W-bandTREPRspectrumof theTRPtaken250nsafterthe
laserpulseat 280K in E-7.Themeasuredg-valuesfor thetwo
species are 2.00275 and 2.00534 for ZnP�� and DN�ÿ

respectively(from Ref. [23]).
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of both RP partners (Fig. 2). By comparisonwith known
data, both the X- and W-band results show that a self-
assembled complex is formed by nucleobase pairing and
thatintra-ensembleET producesaweaklycoupledSCRPof
a porphyrin cationanda dinitrobenzeneanion. In on-going
TREPR studies at various microwave frequencies and
Zeemanfieldswe arefocusingon thedetailsof base-paired
interactionsby specificH-bondnetworksasaneffectivetool
for molecular recognition.

Determination of the Energy Levelsof Radical Pair (RP)
States in Photosynthetic Models

Thedriving forceof theIET reactiondependsstronglyupon
the location of the charge-separatedenergystates(Fig. 1).
Thus it is important to developexperimental methodsto
explicitly determine the absolute valuesof the radical ion

pair energylevels.This goal canbe achievedby blending
together molecular architecture, solvent properties (LCs)
and fast TREPR detection of paramagnetic transients
[24, 25]. This powerful approachhaspermittedtheelucida-
tion of photochemicalmechanismsthatotherwisecould not
beexplored. Themoleculesunderinvestigation in thisstudy
contain a chlorophyll-like electron donor (ZC) and two
electron acceptors with different reduction potentials, A1

(PI) andA2 (NI). The compoundsinvestigated wereZCPI,
ZCNI andZCPINI (Fig. 3) with donor–acceptordistancesof
�11,�11 and�18Å respectively. Thesecompoundshave
small but well-defineddifferencesin their ion pair energies.
Theyweredissolvedin two LCs,E-7 andZLI -1167(Merck
Ltd), with different dielectric constants and signs of the
diamagnetic susceptibility Dw. The sign of Dw determines
the relationship between the director L and the external
magnetic field B. A positiveDw (E-7) resultsin the initi al
alignment of the dissolved moleculesparallel to B (LkB),
while a negative Dw (ZLI-1167) leads to perpendicular
initi al alignment (L?B). When oriented in LCs, these
compoundsundergo photoinducedIET to produce charge-
separated statesthat can be monitored by TREPR. The
energy level valuesandspin dynamicsassociated with the
RP statesdependstrongly on the D–s–A structure, solvent
reorganizationenergyand,most importantly, the tempera-
ture [16].

In Fig. 4 we show the time-evolved EPR spectraas a
function of temperature.First, it shouldbe mentionedthat
all three compounds exhibit a triplet spectrum at low
temperaturein thecrystallinephaseof theLC (T< 250K).
The RP signals are the narrow derivative-like signals
superimposed on the wide triplet spectra. The spectraof
ZC��PI�ÿ, contrary to ZC��NI�ÿ, clearly illustrate that
ZC��PI�ÿ hasa lower driving force for charge separation
as reflected by its spectrum, which is evidentat relatively
hightemperature,whereastheZC��NI�ÿ spectrum is present
at both temperatures.Furthermore, thespectraillustratethe
large increase in thesolvationability of thesoft glass,asan
increasein temperature of only 10K produces a strong
signal from ZC��PI�ÿ. In addition to the temperature
thresholdfor the appearance and disappearanceof the RP
spectra, importantdataaregainedfrom thephaseof theRP
spectra. For a singlet-initiated RP the spectraof the triplet
radical pairs(TRPs)3[ZC��–PI�ÿ] and3[ZC��–NI�ÿ] exhibit
an absorption/emission (a/e) pattern. The opposite case,
where the phasepattern is e/a, correspondsto a triplet-
initi atedRP. Inspection of Fig. 4 showsthat at early times
thesinglet-initiatedRPsdominatethespectrum,while later
in time the triplet-initiated spectratake over. This phase
inversion a/e → e/a occurs at a specific temperature and
time, in full agreementwith the valueof the RP energies,
and illustrateshow powerful the TREPRmethodis when
applied to IET processes.

In general terms,for a center-to-centerdistance r < 12Å
the TRP dominatesthe spectrum (the electron exchange
interaction J is largerthanthe dipolar interactiond), while
for r > 12Å thedipolarinteraction is dominant andleadsto
thecorrelatedradicalpairmechanism(CRPM)[24, 25].The
width of the RP spectrum can provide us with valuable
information regarding the type of RP, i.e. whether it is a
TRPor aCRP.It is evidentthattheRPspectra of ZCPI and
ZCNI aredueto TRPsandnot CRPs.Thelatter mechanism
is observedin D–s–A systemswith center-to-centerdistance
r > 12Å. This conclusionis supported by comparingthe
spectra of 3[ZC��–PI�ÿ] and 3[ZC��–NI�ÿ] (r � 11 Å) with

Fig. 3. Structuresof the ZCPI, ZCNI and ZCPINI donor–
acceptorsystems(from Ref. [24]).
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that of ZC��PINI�ÿ (r � 18Å), asshown in Figs 3 and4c.
For thepairswith shortcenter-to-centerdistance a spectral
width of �1.6 mT corresponds,by using the point dipole
approximation method of TRPs [24, 25], to a charge-
separateddistanceof �11.5Å, which agreeswell with the
molecule dimension of 11Å. In contrastto this,by assuming
a TRP spectrumandwith a spectralwidth of 0.65 mT for
ZC��PINI�ÿ, a value of 15Å is calculated for the pair
separation. This value doesnot agreewith the molecule
dimension, which supportsthe conclusion that a CRP is
generatedin this case[24,25].

RADICAL–PHO TOINDUCED TRIPLET
INTERACTI ON

The Radical–Triplet Pair Mechanism

We startby providingthereaderwith a general background
of thephotophysicalprocesses, which involvesthe interac-
tion of stable radicalsandtriplets.Theseprocesses involves
two mechanisms, i.e. the radical triplet pair mechanism
(RTPM) and electron spin polarization transfer (ESPT).
Botharerelatedto themagneticinteraction between astable
paramagnetic radical and a photoexcited triplet molecule.
This physical interaction results in basically the same
radicalandtriplet, but theunpairedspinof theradicalhasan
energylevelpopulationthatnowdeviatessubstantially from
thermal equilibrium. This processis linked to a broader
phenomenon in spin chemistry called chemically induced
dynamicspinpolarization (CIDEP),first discoveredin 1963
[26]. As mentionedabove,the key parameterin CIDEP is
the ESP phenomenon, which results in a non-Boltzmann
spinpopulationof theparamagneticspeciesinvolvedin the
variousprocesses.Sincethediscoveryof CIDEP,two main
mechanismshavebeenassociatedwith it, namelythetriplet
mechanism(TM) [27] and the radical pair mechanism
(RPM) [28]. In theformertheESPis generatedby selective
intersystemcrossing(ISC) from thephotoexcitedsinglet to
the triplet state, and in the latter the ESP is generated
through collisions between radicals.Following the wide-
spreaduseof lasersin EPR experiments, therehavebeen
some new observations of CIDEP of stable radicals in
solution in the presence of photoexcited triplet chromo-
phores.This polarization could not be explained by the
abovemechanismsandwastreatedtheoretically [29–34] by
theRTPMandESPT,whicharethemainthemesof thispart
of the paper.

So far, only the RTPM has received some rigorous
theoretical treatment,which calculates the radical’s polar-
ization that is generated during its interaction with the
photoexcited triplet. Current theories provide analytical
[29,35–37]andnumerical [34] resultsfor thedependenceof
the spin polarization upon the zero-field splitting (ZFS)
parameter(D), solvent viscosity (Z) and radical–triplet
electronspinexchange (J). According to RTPM theory,the
observednet polarization,which is equalfor all hyperfine
lines,dependsontheprecursorstate(photoexcitedsingletor
triplet) and sign of J [38–41]. Thus for J< 0 the sign of
polarization is negative for a triplet precursorandpositive
for a singletone.Theoppositeholdsfor J> 0 [42]. Mostof
theearlywork ontheRTPMwascarriedout on tripletswith
relatively high ZFS (small-sizedmolecules), for which the
RTPM phenomenon is the strongest. This resulted in the
need for UV excitation to generate the triplet and thus
required the use of a flow system to avoid sample
destructionduringtheexperiment.Morerecently, additional
work on the RTPM wasperformedwith porphyrins, which
canbe excited by non-destructive visible light [33]. These
experiments revealed the ESPT phenomenon, which is
associatedwith magnetization transfer from the polarized
triplet to theradical. This transfer resulted from thefact that
thetriplet,at theinitial stagesafter light generation, is itself
spin polarized owing to selected spin–orbit intersystem
crossing. In relatively large molecules such as triplet
porphyrins, with relatively small D but long spin–lattice
relaxation time, thispolarizationsurviveslongenoughto be
observedin the TREPRspectrum of the radical.

Fig. 4. TREPRspectraof photoexcitedZCPI, ZCNI (a–c)and
ZCPINI (c) in E-7 at various temperaturesand delay times
after the laser pulse. Notice that the RP spectra of
ZC��PINI�ÿ correspondto triplet-initiated CRPs, while the
spectraof ZC��PI�ÿ andZC��NI�ÿ correspondto TRPs,which
initially aresinglet-initiated.The phasediagramof E-7 LC is
crystallineÿ!210K soft glassÿ!263K nematicÿ!333K isotropic.
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We can summarize the reactions involved in the
interaction of a photoexcited triplet anda stableradicalby
extending the earlier [43] reactionschemeinto:

Pÿ!h� 1�Pÿ!ISC 3�Pp �1�
3�P� R ÿÿÿ!RTPM

Rp� 2
3
3�P� 1

3P �2�
3�Pp� R ÿÿ!ESPT

Rp �3� Pp �3�
3�Pp�3� Pp ÿ! 2P �4�
3�Pp ÿ! P �5�

In these equations, P is the porphyrin which upon
photoexcitation produces the photoexcited triplet 3*Pp via
ISC,andthesubscript ‘p’ standsfor aspin-polarizedspecies.
Theprocessesdescribedbyequation (1)areusually veryfast
andareconsidered instantaneouson the TREPRtimescale.
Equation (2)describestheRTPMencounterwherethetriplet
molecule interactswith thestableradicalR. This interaction
results in theradicalandthetripletspecies,butwith different
polarization.Equation (3) describesanESPT-typemechan-
ismin whichtheradicalencountersapolarizedtriplet. In this
type of mechanismit is assumedthat the radical doesnot
quench the triplet and that the triplet polarization is
transferredto the radical during the encounter. In contrast
to this, the RTPM can only be ‘activated’ if the doublet
levels, which represent one-third of the spin population
during the encounter, havebeendepleted (Fig. 5b). This is
accounted for by the fractional stoichometricsin equation
(2); namely, only one-thirdof thetriplet populationis in the
doublet stateduring the encounter and is depletedto the
ground state. It should be noted that every encounter
between the radicalandthe triplet may lead to both ESPT
and RTPM polarizations. Although both mechanisms
operate simultaneously,one should note that the RTPM
requires triplet quenching for polarization creation,while
ESPTdoesnot requiretriplet quenching [44].

Our initial work with porphyrin triplets interacting with
stable radicals was aimed at better understanding and
measuring the various types of polarization (ESPT and
RTPM) which the radical gains. The majority of experi-
mental techniques dealing with this problem were asso-
ciated with using continuous-wave time-resolved EPR
(CW-TREPR) spectroscopy[45] to monitor the transient
radicalspectrum after its interaction with the photoexcited
triplet by the laserpulse.By careful analysis of the EPR
kinetics, combined with independentknowledgeof therate
constants involved,onecanacquire a goodestimateof the
radical polarization. However, this method suffers some
difficultiesin obtainingthedesiredkinetic constants,which
prevent extensiveandaccurate measurementsof theradical
polarization in systemsunderdifferentexternal conditions,
e.g. temperature. Moreover, the existence of two different
time-dependentpolarizationprocesses(ESPTand RTPM)
further complicatesthe problemto a degree,which cannot
be overcome by CW-TREPR.

In light of these difficulties, a new approach has been
introduced which usesthe pulsedEPR (Fourier transform
EPR(FT-EPR)) technique.By employinga pulse sequence
which utilizes a special laser–microwave phasecycling
(LMPC), onecancircumventthedifficultiesassociatedwith
the CW-TREPR method.As will be detailed below, the
LMPC method enables one to elucidate the kinetic

parametersassociated with the set of equations (1)–(5).
Thus, by analyzing our measurements, we found that
substantial radical polarization could be generated in the
RTPM process evenwithout substantial quenching of the
doublet levels, aswill bedetailed below.

Experimental Techniquesand Results

First let usdescribe themethodusedto measure theradical
polarizationgeneratedvia theencounterwith aphotoexcited
triplet.TheLMPC methodusesthefollowingprocedure.(a)

Fig. 5. A simplemodelfor thepolarizationgeneratedthrougha
radical–tripletinteraction.(a) When the distancebetweenthe
triplet and the radical is large, the triplet Zeemanlevels (1,0,
ÿ1)coincidewith thoseof theradical(� 1

2,ÿ1
2). Uponapproach,

theangularmomentumis addedto form quartet(Q) anddoublet
(D) levels,which aresplit by thespinexchangeinteraction(J).
Theassumptionis that in theinitial stagesof theencounterthe
levels are equally populated (full circles). (b) During the
encounter,owingto spinconservation,thequartetlevelscannot
be depletedefficiently to the groundstate.On the otherhand,
the doublet levels are quenchedvery efficiently and become
empty. (c) Since the doublet levels are vacant,a substantial
populationis transferredfrom Qÿ3/2 andQÿ1/2 to D�1/2 in the
crossingregions.Thus,aftertheseparation,theselevelsareless
populatedandemissivespinpolarizationis generated.
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In orderto measuretherateof radical–triplet encounters,the
pulse sequence p/2–t–laserpulse–t1–p–echodetection is
applied (Fig. 6a). The first pulse rotatesthe magnetization
into thelaboratoryXY-plane,andwithout thelaserpulsethe
sequence is a simple Hahn echoexperiment. On the other
hand,thelaserpulsegeneratesthetripletsin solution(usually
within a timescaleof a few nanoseconds)which encounter
thestable radicals.Eachencounterresults in a phaselossof
the magnetization in the XY-planewhile generating polar-

izationalongtheZ-axis.Thustheencountersreducetheecho
amplituderelative to thesamemicrowavesequence,butwith
the laser pulse absent. (b) The secondpulse experiment
measuresthe magnetization along the Z-axis by the pulse
sequencep/2–t–laserpulse–2t1�t–p/2–FID detection (Fig.
6b).This sequenceis similar to thepreviousone,except for
the fact that at the time of the echoappearance in the first
sequencetheZ-axismagnetizationis nowmeasuredby FID.
A detailed mathematical analysis of thesepulse sequences

Fig. 6. (a) Echo pulsesequenceto determinethe rate of triplet–radicalencounters.(b) FID pulsesequenceto determinethe Z-
magnetizationinducedby the polarizationprocesses.The durationof all the pulsesis negligible.A typical echoandFID arealso
presented(from Ref. [43]).

Fig. 7. (a)Polarizationcurveof Gal–H2TPPasafunctionof timeafterthelaserpulse(dottedline), fittedby thetheoreticalcurve(full
line). The abscissarepresentsthe time after the laser pulse (seeFig. 6). The lines representa gradual transition from radical
polarizationwhich is dominatedby ESPTto thatdominatedby theRTPM.This transitionis madewith exponentialtimedependence,
which correspondsto the triplet spin–latticerelaxationtime. (b) Thesameas(a), but for a Gal–ZnTPPsystem(from Ref. [43]).
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showshowtheradicalpolarizationatvarioustimesafterthe
laserpulsecanbemeasured[43].

The radicalpolarizationversus time asmeasuredby this
methodis presentedin Fig.7. It canbeseenthatin theinitial
stageafter laser excitationthe triplet is still polarized and
contributesconsiderably to the polarizationof the radical.
However, after the triplet relaxes to a Boltzmann spin
population(within thetriplet spinlatticerelaxationtimeT1),
the RTPM processis dominant. Oneshouldalso note that
thesemeasurementsenableanaccuratedeterminationof the
triplet T1 in solution without actually measuring its EPR
spectrum.

Anotherimportantaspectof theradical–triplet interaction
is related to the triplet stateafter its encounter with the
radical. Previous studies of the RTPM assumedthat the
doublet level population of the triplet–radical pair is
depletedcompletely to thegroundstateduringtheencounter
(Fig. 5b). This impliesa substantial depletion of the triplet
population as well. To examine this assumption more
quantitatively, we have recently carried out some experi-
ments with porphyrins andBDPA (Fig. 8) in a mixture of
20% dichloromethane and 80% paraffin oil of high
viscosity. Sucha viscositymade it possible to observethe
kinetics of themagnetization developmentmoreeasilyon a
timescaleof submilliseconds. Under theseconditions the

triplet–tripletquenching is negligible, andwithout introdu-
cing thefreeradicalto thesolution,thetriplet porphyrin can
live for up to severalmilli seconds (in a concentration of
several mM). By dissolving thestableradicalin thesolution,
the lifetime of the triplet decreases, becausean additional
quencher is introducedinto thesystem.However, asaresult
of our recentexperimentswehavefoundsolidevidencethat
the triplet quenching doesnot follow the stoichometrics of
equation (2). In other words, not one-third of the triplet
population is quenchedin eachradical–triplet encounter of
theRTPM type [44]. Thesefindings areshown in Fig. 8. It
can be seen that after the initial developmentof the
magnetization in the emission mode,quasi-equilibrium is
approached. This implies that polarized radicals are
constantly generatedwithout a considerable quenching of
the triplet. Careful analysisof theseresults [44] showsthat
thatthis typeof kineticscorrespondsto about1/30of triplet
quenching in every encounter with theradical,andnot one-
third asinferredfrom equation (2).

CONCLUSIONS

It hasbeenshown howporphyrinsandporphyrin derivatives

Fig. 8. (a)FT-EPRspectraof BDPA with H2TPPbeforelaserlight excitation(dottedline) and50msafterlaserexcitation(full line).
(b) Magnetizationmeasurementof theH2TPP–BDPAsystem.Thethermalmagnetizationis measuredat thefirst pointof thekinetics
curvebeforelaserexcitationat 0.5ms.Photoexcitationcreatesthemagnetizationwith a negativesignin strongemission(�10 times
largerthanthethermalmagnetization).Thelong-livedpolarizedmagnetizationcorrespondsto inefficientquenchingof thetriplet by
the radical.This keepsthe triplet populationalmostconstanton a timescaleof submilliseconds.
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participate in two interesting photophysical processes in
which the electron spin plays an important role. In IET
studies the uniquepropertiesof the porphyrins aselectron
donors allow one to obtain information regarding the
genesis of the electron transfer route and identify un-
ambiguously the products of the IET reactions. Further-
more,theinvestigation of D–s–A systemsusing aporphyrin
asadonorprovidesquantitative information concerning the
ordering of theradicalion pair energy levelsrelative to the
known excited stateenergy levelsof theporphyrin moiety.

In doublet–triplet interactionsthephotoexcitedporphyrin
cangeneratepolarizationin thestableradicalvia two routes.
The first one corresponds to the polarization of the
porphyrin itself and is apparent during the spin–lattice
relaxation time of the porphyrin. The secondone corre-
sponds to the polarization generated in the radical,
regardless of the porphyrin polarization, and extends
beyondthe spin–lattice relaxation time of the porphyrin.
The differentiation betweenthesetwo mechanismsenables
an accuratedetermination of the porphyrin spin–lattice
relaxation time without direct measurement of its EPR
spectrum (which is seldompossiblein liquid solutions). An
additional interestingfeature of the radical–triplet interac-
tion, which was observed in our experiments, is the
relatively small depletion of the triplet porphyrin to the
singlet state during the RTPM encounter.
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